(
. ((This(compression(of(space(leads(to(a(unified(global(time(that, (rather(than(creating( an(automatic, (welcome(sense(of(synchronicity, (is(instead(the(scene(of(a(new(battle(of(the( ages.((The(global(era(of(the(marketplace(has(come(into(conflict(with(the(political(era(of( democratic(governments, (the(strategic(era(of(businesses, (and(the(psychological(era(of(the( individual.(( The(global(scope(of(abstract(time(has(situated(time(at(the(center(of(political(interests( since(time(explains(a(good(number(of(the(conflicts(that(exist(in(a(desynchronized(world.(( The(speed(of(social(processes(is(a(threat(to(democratic(societies.((That(is(why(politics(must( be(understood(as(a(government(of(time (Politics(no(longer(merely( controls(spaces, (natural(resources, (or(work, (but(must(also(manage(time.((It(influences(the( temporal(conditions(of(human(existence, (achieves(as(much(balance(as(possible(between(the( velocities(of(diverse(social(systems, (and(configures(democratic(rhythms.((A(critical(theory(of( collective(time(can(also(help(redefine(the(democratic(ideal(of(selfJgovernment, Ch. 6-106 society,)signifying)a)standardization)and)homogenization)of)time)inside)each)of)these) systems.))In)modern)societies,)time)is)more)closely)linked)to)power;)the)influence)is)more) specific,)since)it)is)not)controlled)by)natural)cycles)or)divine)intervention.))At)the)same)time,) differentiated)industrial)societies)were)not)only)characterized)by)their)great)organizational) capacity,)but)by)a)strong)demand)for)synchronization.))That)is)why)time)has)become)the) quintessential)topic)of)modernity.))It)also)reveals)why)the)organization)of)time)reflects)a) power)structures.)) Nowadays,)our)conflicts)are,)fundamentally,)time)wars)(Rifkin)1987;)Virilio)2001).)) One)could)advance)the)hypothesis)that)since)territory)has)lost)meaning,)the)center)of) human)conflicts)has)shifted)from)space)to)time.))Sexual)discrimination,)conflicts)of)interest,) social)exclusions,)subtle)forms)of)power)are)articulated)through)a)dominion)over)time)
rather)than)a)possession)of)space.))At)present,)the)emphasis)is)no)longer)on)conquering) exotic)countries,)but)on)controlling) temporal)resources.))Regulations) concerning)space)are)replaced)by)the)control)of)time;)chronopolitics)ends)up)being)more) important)than)geostrategy.))Today,)the)mechanisms)of)exclusion)are)less)occupations)of) territory)than)appropriations)of)other) time,)in)the)form)of)acceleration,) impatience,)or)delays.))This)is)the)new)axis)of)social)conflict:)the)imposition)of)time.)) Although)we)may)not)be)very)conscious)of)it,)we)no)longer)have)as)many)battles)to) appropriate)certain)spaces,)mark)borders,)and)secure)locations.))Instead,)our)conflicts)focus) on)taking)time)away)from)other)people,)controlling)the)temporal)hegemony)of)time.)) Borders)are)created)with)speed,)not)with)settlements;)they)are)transgressed)through) acceleration,)not)displacement.))
Ch. 6-107 Foucault(showed(that(modern(social(discipline(owes(its(strength(to(the( establishment(and(interiorization(of(certain(temporal(structures((1977) . ((Modern( civilization(produces(a(particular(confrontation(between(a(unified, (coercive(public(time(and( the(free(plurality(of(individual(times.((There(is(nothing(strange(about(the(fact(that(political( revolutions(have(always(been(fought(to(determine(the(calendar.((Social(relationships( exercise(multiple(temporal(coercions; (social(time(itself(seems(to(be(an(instrument(of(power( and(control, (a(creator(of(dependencies(and(aristocratic(speeds.((Inequalities(take(on(a( temporal(form:(whatever(is(most(advanced, (the(vanguard, (is(the(best.((Evil(is(defined(as(an( obstacle, (historical(backwardness, (or(slowness.((Power(is(equivalent(to(the(capacity(for( movement.((In(general(in(our(accelerated(culture, (where(an(authentic(tyranny(of(the(swift(is( in(force, (whoever(is(fastest(is(most(powerful.((The(asymmetry(that(characterizes(all(forms(of( power(is(also(found(in(the(concept(of(time:(the(imposition(and(pursuit(of(deadlines(and( rhythms(is(an(expression(of(the(diverse(possibilities(of( s(own(and(other( .((In(this(way, (we(predetermine(what(is(important(or(urgent, (as(well(as(our( priorities(and(the(distribution(of(scarce(temporal(resources.((( iverse(configurations(or(activities(provoke(specific(conflicts.((Daily(activities( such(as(waiting, (delaying, (changing(pace, (advancing, (accelerating, (etc., (often(constitute(the( nucleus(of(social(confrontation.((The(regulation(of(rhythms, (duration, (speed, (sequencing, ( and(the(synchronization(of(events(and(activities(is(related(to(power, (a(series(of(decisions( with(conflicting(interests(at(stake.((Time(affects(economic(competitiveness(and(plays(a( fundamental(role(in(military(tactics; (global(conflicts(can(be(interpreted(as(a(consequence(of( the(imposition(of(unified(time(frames The(compression(of(time(that(takes(place(in(the(new( global(simultaneity(also(carries(within(it(a(compression(of(cultures, (ethnic(groups, social'identities,'with'all'the'corresponding'possibilities'of'conflict From'the'domestic'to'the'global,'temporal'asymmetries'allow'us'to'explain'many'of'the' hegemonies'and'conflicts'of'the'contemporary'world.'''
If'this'hypothesis'is'correct,'we'would'have'to'reformulate'our'idea'of'exclusion,' which'we'tend'to'express'with'metaphors'that'are'more'spatial'than'temporal.''The'new' outsiders'are'not'those'who'live'far'away,'but'those'who'live'in'another'time'period.''The'
synchronize'with'other'people,'predict,'make'decisions'at'the'appropriate'moment,'etc.,'
time'becomes'a'locus'of'social'opportunities.''Being'excluded'means'not'being'allowed'to' coordinate' time'with'a'public'time'in'which'vital'opportunities,'such'as'power,'
periphery,'but'is'literally'living'in'another'time.'' So'the'mechanisms'of'exclusion'are,'fundamentally,'procedures'of'discriminatory' acceleration,'among'which'the'processes'that'create'social'rhythms'are'worth'emphasizing.'' Edward'P.'Thompson,'in'his'noteworthy'study'on'industrial'capitalism,'showed'how'the' implementation'of'new'forms'of'capitalist'exploitation'at'the'beginning'of'the'eighteenth' century'progressed'through'a'reorganization'of' corporal 'and'social'rhythms' (1996) .''This'perspective'now'seems'even'more'relevant'as'we'attempt'to'explain'the' presence'of'domination'in'a'fluid'world'where'power'does'not'seem'to'be'anywhere'but'
where'it'is,'in'fact,'exercised'more 'and'more'upon'rhythmical'concerns'(Young'and' Schuller'1988; 'Michon'2005 'Michon' 'and'2007 .''Among'these'imperious'rhythms,'the'acceleration' 
